Reduce Your Flesh

I have given a fashionable figure, health and perfect comfort to thousands by my famous rubber reducing garments for men and women. Write me for booklet—Correspondence confidential.

Jeanne Walter.

BY wearing one of my famous rubber reducing garments a few hours a day or at night, your superfluous flesh will positively disappear.

This reduction is accomplished by perspiration, which has long been recognized as the only safe and quick way to reduce. It is endorsed by leading physicians.

Jockeys have been using my rubber garments for reducing for ten years with great success. They are invaluable to those suffering from rheumatism.

If you desire to reduce without dieting or impairing your health or weakening yourself, write me. In addition to the garments here illustrated, my book shows Union Suits, Stockings, Jackets and other articles for women; also Coats and Pants made to measure, and Jockey Riding Suits for Men.

Dr. JEANNE WALTER,
353 Fifth Ave. (Entrance on 34th St., 3rd door East)

The Dr. Walter Thermo Steaming Bag, as can be seen by the accompanying illustrations, combines all the features of the hot water bag with the known advantages of the steaming process. The soft cloth pad which fits in the rubber pocket enables you to apply a moist hot compress to any part of the skin. It has been recognized for years by the medical profession. Now by this new invention it is possible to be benefited by this method without any inconvenience.

It is no longer necessary to keep wringing out towels that have been dipped in hot water; no longer necessary to keep replacing the fast cooling application. Once applied, the Thermo Steaming Bag stays moist and hot for a long time.

On Sale at
Dr. JEANNE WALTER, 353 Fifth Ave. (Entrance on 34th St., 3rd door East) Also Obtainable at

Dr. Walter’s Thermo Steaming Bag

Better Than a Hot Water Bag

No. 5. Size 4x18 inches. Price $4.00. This size may be used on any and every part of the body. It may be used with or without the top pad, giving the greatest comfort.

No. 6. Size 9x18 inches. Price $4.00. This size may be used as a general one.

For the Complexion
A face mask before morning or before bed for 15 to 20 minutes. This increases perspiration to the limit, gives the skin a healthy glow, and purifies the skin. The Reduction Bag is used nightly, or at the close of the day.

For Reducing Purposes
This method enables you to apply the steam to any part of the body. It will reduce the superfluous flesh. This is particularly efficacious on the extremities. Any reducing solution may be used.

For Sore Muscles
Nothing gives quicker relief from pain in the muscles or reflexes in the joints than hot compresses applied. The reduction steam is particularly valuable for the Thermo-Corset as it will give the aid in the best advantage.

For All Purposes
Where Steaming Is Desirable

Dr. Walter’s Thermo Steaming Bags will produce the desired result with the greatest economy. Once applied it stays right indefinitely.

All sizes of Dr. Walter’s Thermo Steaming Bags are made of the best quality rubber and workmanship obtainable, and are guaranteed in every way to give perfect satisfaction.

Look for the trade mark—no other name without it. Additional sizes and models can be made specially within a short time if required.